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Sociology essays deal with the study of human social behavior in a society, thus, it is quite
interesting for the students who are interested in human psyche but boring for those who donâ€™t like
studying their species.

By and large, essays on sociology are mostly based on informative and argumentative style of
writing, the argumentative sociology essay demands to work on thesis while essays on the
sociology of knowledge are mostly assigned to the students in the informative arena.

Whether it is argumentative or informative essays, one has to develop a topic that can grab the
attention of the reader in no time and this is not such an easy task. While developing a topic for
sociology essay, on should remember the nature of the subject, that is it deals with human behavior,
psychology, humanities and social science. Thus, the topic should be as such which revolves
around these subjects.

Following are some of the recommended sociology essay topic for the students who are not able to
select a good topic for their assignment.

1- Youth addiction to alcohol -  Causes and concerns

2- Comparison between the children brought up in Filipino and  Europe

3- What is and should the role of politicians in socializing through campaigning?

4- Merits and demerits of media for a society?

5- How cross cultural media transformation destroys the culture of a particular society?

6- Internet and its implications on a society.

7- Diffusion of innovation in European culture.

8- Critical comparison between sociology and anthropology

9- Homosexuality -  crucial warning to our society

10- Views about organ transplantation in our society

11-  What are the causes of increasing street crimes in our society?

12- What does mean to be a single parent in a conservative society?

13-  Comparison between marriages and live-in?

14- Life in rural areas and life in a metropolitan city

15- Increasing materialism increases the depression in a society

16-  In spite of such an advanced means of communication people are increasingly going for
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solitude.

17- Adoption and its consequences for an adopted child

18- How does divorce effects on the minds of the children

19- Comparison between materialistic and a spiritualistic person

20- Living a life as an eternal bachelor

21-  Women empowerment in a conservative society

22- Challenges a working women faces in our society

23- Comparison between inferiority and superiority complex

24- Living whole life in a prison

25-  Origin of sociology as a science

Hence, now you have twenty five topics for sociology essay in your hands, you can either select any
one of the above and use it as a topic for essay on sociology or develop your own by getting some
idea but make sure of one thing and that is go for the topic that suits your interest otherwise you
wonâ€™t be able to maintain your interest throughout the essay and thus a reader wonâ€™t like it to read as
well. Final words of advice is to consult your teacher if you have any questions because your grades
in his hands.
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